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ABSTRACT
With the rapid development of multimedia and Internet technologies, understanding what
visual contexts are well-received among viewers is important for message designers and visual
practitioners. This study investigated the effects of valence (positive vs. negative), picture type
(animated vs. still), and their interaction effect on attention, motivational intensity (sympathetic
arousal), memory sensitivity and judgment. Eighty-seven participants in a mixed factorial design
experiment were exposed to six pictures that were either animated or still. Results indicated that
animated pictures led to greater attention and motivational intensity than still ones. Negative pictures also elicited greater motivational intensity but were less remembered than positive ones.
Additionally, people exhibited greater sympathetic arousal when processing negative animated
pictures than other types of pictures. Implications are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Media contents serve as an essential information source. They some-

tend to adapt to and alter their environments and the stimuli within

times offer the same information but are presented in different formats

them in order to make affordances better suit their needs. In general,

(e.g., still and animated visuals). Animations are generally preferred

animated pictures of objects and animals present a greater variety of af-

as they are believed to be more communicative via presenting more

fordances than still ones. A number of research studies have indicated

information of a particular scenario. It has been found that Twitter

that animated stimuli are more likely to elicit attention, sympathetic

posts with animated images are twice as likely to be retweeted than still

arousal, and emotional responses (e.g., Bayles & Chaparro, 2001; Heo

pictures (Farkas, 2016). Thus, animation has been widely used in digital

& Sundar, 2000; Hong et al., 2004; Lang et al., 2002; Pratt et al., 2010).

strategy and marketing to provide positive user experiences and smooth

For example, viewers demonstrated greater sympathetic arousal and

interactions. This raises an interesting research question: Will the same

attention for animated banner ads than still ones (Heo & Sundar, 2000;

mediated contents (either positive or negative) presented in different

Lang et al., 2002). Hong et al. (2004) found that flashes elicited greater

formats produce different effects on attention, arousal, and memory?

attention and facilitated quicker location of the flashed target item in

The current study examined the main and interaction effects of picture

tightly packed screen displays. However, empirical findings have been

type (animated vs. still) and valence (positive vs. negative) on attention,

inconsistent as some studies showed that still pictures elicit greater

sympathetic arousal, and memory in affective picture processing.

negative emotional feelings than animated mediated messages (i.e.,

The Animate-Inanimate Distinction

videos, Fan et al., 2020). As for the effects on memory, some studies
suggest that animated contents are better memorized than still ones

Reeves and Nass (1996) introduced the idea of “the media equation”

(Hamborg et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2004), while some others draw the

from a series of experiments. Findings from these experiments suggest

opposite conclusions (Diao & Sundar, 2004; Hong et al., 2004; Kuisma

that people often treat media and media contents as though they were

et al., 2010). However, there is a lack of empirical data on the effect of

real. In other words, humans perceive and respond to mediated cues
and contexts as though they offered both opportunities and threats.
From an affordance perspective (Gibson, 1977), both real and mediated environments present us with opportunities and threats. Humans
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picture type on cognitive and emotional responses when individuals

•

which varies in valence.

•

Message Valence and Motivational
Activation

•

H2b: Negative pictures would generate poorer visual encoding
sensitivity and more conservative criterion bias compared to
positive ones.

•

petitive and the aversive motivational systems (Cacioppo & Berntson,
1994, 1999; Cacioppo et al., 1997, 1999). When the appetitive system

H2a: Negative pictures would elicit greater attention and motivational intensity than positive ones.

Exposure to mediated emotional stimuli (e.g., pictures) will automatically activate two independent motivational drive systems – the ap-

H1b: Animated pictures would generate greater visual encoding sensitivity and more conservative criterion bias compared to still ones.

are exposed to either still or animated versions of the same information

H3a: Negative animated pictures would elicit the greatest attention and motivational intensity than other types of pictures.

•

H3b: Negative animated pictures would generate poorer visual

is activated, human beings exhibit an increasing approach motivation.

encoding sensitivity and more conservative criterion bias than

The activation of the appetitive system energizes the dynamic eager-

other types of pictures.

ness for beneficial outcomes, such as seeking opportunities, obtaining
rewards, and so forth. Activation of the aversive system urges avoidance of threats, such as attacks, diseases, noxious objects, and so forth.
Message valence affects which motivational drive system gets activated
during information processing. In particular, viewing positive pictures
activates the appetitive system, while viewing negative pictures activates
the aversive system. Much work has been done to study how attention,
arousal, and emotional responses can be influenced in still picture
processing (e.g., Bradley et al., 2001a, 2001b; Schupp et al., 2012). For
example, a study conducted by Schupp et al. (2012) demonstrated that
emotional pictures (positive and negative) generated greater directed
attention than neutral ones. In addition, Bradley et al. (2001a, 2001b)
found that people exhibited greater sympathetic arousal and attention
for negative pictures depicting threat, violence, and death compared to
positive pictures depicting foods, families, and nature. This may be due
to a negativity bias. Negativity bias is the tendency for individuals to
pay more attention to negative stimuli (e.g., dangers and threats) over
positive stimuli (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994). However, the attention
span does not last long, as withdrawal motivation (withdrawal from
the threat) occurs. In other words, people allocate more attention in
threatening situations. However, they may not memorize the negative
information well because they are deliberately trying not to encode it.
Studies of the negativity bias have demonstrated that positive messages
are often better remembered than negative ones (Lang et al., 1995;
Lang & Friestad, 1993; Newhagen & Reeves, 1992). They showed that
individuals were deliberately trying not to encode negative information as dangers became more imminent and arousing (Bailey et al.,
2018; Leshner et al., 2018; Liu & Bailey, 2019). For example, studies
indicated that individuals exhibit more signs of defensive processing,
indexed via poor attention and memory (poor recognition sensitivity
and a more liberal criterion bias), when they are exposed to substanceabuse prevention public service announcements that contain disgust
messages and fear appeals (Leshner et al., 2018; Liu & Bailey, 2019).
On the basis of previous findings, the current study examined the
main and interaction effect of picture type (animated vs. still) and valence (positive vs. negative) on attention, motivational intensity, visual
recognition sensitivity, and criteria for decision-making. Thus, the following hypotheses were proposed:
•

H1a: Animated pictures would elicit greater attention and motivational intensity than still ones.
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METHOD
Participants
Eighty-seven undergraduate students (60.4% female, 76.8% white, Mage
= 20.48, SDage = 2.08) were recruited from a large Northwestern state
university to participate in a psychophysiological experiment. They
received extra credits for their participation in this study. Specifying
a standard small effect size (0.20) and an a of 0.05 in the G*Power
program (Faul et al., 2007), the proposed repeated measures design
required at least 32 participants to have a 0.95 power estimate.

Experimental Design
A 2 (Picture type [animated, still]) × 2 (Valence [positive, negative]) ×
3 (Repetition) × 8 (Time [halfsecond]) mixed factorial design experiment was used. Picture type was a between-subject variable. All others
were within-subject variables.

Stimuli
Twelve pictures (six were still pictures, while the other six were
animated pictures) with a resolution of 720 × 576 pixels were used as
stimuli. The pictures were selected from the emotional movie database
(EMDB; Carvalho et al., 2012). The selected raw EMDB stimuli were
edited to 4 s animated pictures that did not include scene changes or
camera edits. The peak-end rule suggests that the peak and end moments of an individual’s affective experience have a decisive influence
on their overall retrospective evaluations (Kahneman et al., 1993).
Accordingly, each selected static picture was a screenshot depicting the
intense (peak) point (e.g., the presence of positive or negative emotions
like joy, love, sadness, or anger) in the corresponding animated picture.
For example, one of the animated pictures showed a young man entering a church for his mom’s funeral and starting to cry when he sees
the coffin. The corresponding static picture shows a young man crying
at the funeral of his mother. Picture stimuli were pretested to make
sure they did not vary in elicited experience to add additional control.
Thirty-five undergraduate students viewed and rated the stimuli to
assess affective valence, which was indexed via self-report ratings on
the scale from 1 (not positive/negative at all) to 7 (extremely positive/
negative). Based on the pretest results, positive pictures (including both
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animated and static ones) were rated as significantly more positive (M
= 4.303, SD = 1.093) and less negative (M = 1.7333, SD = .983) than
negative pictures (positivity rating: M = 2.167, SD = 1.387; negativity
rating: M = 4.581, SD = 1.373). There were no significant differences
between pictures within each category in terms of positivity and negativity ratings (Positive pictures: Fpositivity[1, 20] < 1, p = .537; Fnegativity[1,
42] = 1.079, p = .305; Negative pictures: Fpositivity[1, 42] = 2.08, p = .157;
Fnegativity[1, 33] < 1, p = .879).

Manipulated Independent Variables

SKIN CONDUCTANCE LEVEL (SCL)
Thr SCL was used as an indicator of sympathetic nervous system
arousal or intensity of motivational activation evoked by stimuli (Bailey,
2017; Potter & Bolls, 2012). Skin conductivity is a measure of sympathetic nervous system response, which is active in response to both
emotionally and bodily arousing contexts (Bailey, 2017; Potter & Bolls,
2012), with more arousing contexts eliciting greater SCL. Following
the procedures recommended by the Society of Psychophysiological
Research on skin conductance measurement (SPR Ad Hoc Committee
on Electrodermal Measures, 2012), SCL was collected by placing a
pair of standard 8mm Beckman Ag/AgCl disposable electrodes on

PICTURE TYPE
This factor had two levels: animated and still. Animated pictures
were selected from the EMDB and edited to 4 s stimuli. Still pictures
were screenshots taken from the animated pictures. The intense (peak)
points of the animated pictures were kept in the corresponding still
pictures as explained above.

the palm of the subject’s nondominant hand. The raw SCL signal was
recorded using a Biopac MP150 wireless bio-amplifier that passed a
constant measurement voltage of .5v.

SIGNAL DETECTION MEASURES
A forced-choice (yes-no) video recognition test was conducted
after picture viewing. In particular, two target screenshots (selected

VALENCE
This factor had two levels: positive and negative. Social positive
contents selected from the EMDB were categorized as positive stimuli,
while social negative contents were categorized as negative stimulus.

from picture stimuli) and two foils (selected from similar content
that was not seen by the participants to match the targets in terms
of topic and imagery/soundscape) were presented in the recognition
test. Participants were asked to respond positively as quickly as possible if they thought they had seen screenshots from those previously

TIME OF EXPOSURE
Each picture was presented on the screen for 4 seconds (or 8 half
seconds).

viewed pictures, or negatively if they thought the screenshots were not
from those previously viewed pictures. All screenshots were presented
randomly for 50 ms using Direct RT software (Jarvis, 2014). Encoding
sensitivity and criterion bias were computed by using the hit and false

REPETITION
Three pictures from each category were used in order to generalize
to the type of picture rather than any specific scene or scenario.

Dependent Variables

alarm rates to reflect memory sensitivity and judgment (Macmillan &
Creelman, 1991; Shapiro, 1994). In particular, encoding sensitivity (d’)
was calculated by subtracting the standardized false alarms rates from
the standardized hit rates (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). Greater
encoding sensitivity (d’) indicated the viewer’s ability to accurately
recognize something as having been seen before. Criterion bias (c) was

HEART RATE (HR)
HR data were collected as an indicator of attentional resource allocation across exposure to the pictures (Lang, 1994; Potter & Bolls,
2012). Heart rate deceleration over time is indicative of greater attention paid to an external stimulus. Raw HR data were collected by placing two standard 8 mm Ag–AgCl electrodes placed on the right and left
forearms. A third ground 8 mm electrode was placed on the nondominant forearm. Following the procedures recommended by the Society
of Psychophysiological Research on heart rate measurement (SPR Ad
Hoc Committee on Electrodermal Measures, 2012), raw data were collected as milliseconds between beats and converted to a weighted average beats per minute (BMP) per second. Change scores were calculated
using the first second of the identified segment as a reference point.
The pulse signal was recorded with Biopac Acqknowledge software
and analyzed off-line with Biopac Acqknowledge software. Recording
artifacts were identified and corrected using interpolation.

calculated by multiplying the sum of the standardized hit rates and
false alarm rates by −0.5 (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). Criterion bias
(c) measures how liberal or conservative a viewer is in deciding if a
stimulus matches a memory (Shapiro, 1994). A neutral criterion bias
(c value of zero) indicates the viewer has no greater tendency to say yes
than no. When c is negative, the viewer is more liberal, with a tendency
to answer yes, which maximizes hits at the possible cost of additional
false alarms (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991).

Procedure
Upon arrival at the lab, participants’ informed consent was obtained. All
participants were given access to a keyboard and a computer mouse on
a movable desk above the participants’ laps. MediaLab software (Jarvis,
2014) was used to deliver the questionnaire. Participants viewed a total
of 12 of either still or animated pictures. Psychophysiological data were
recorded continuously during the exposure to pictures. After the completion of the picture viewing session, the researcher removed the HR
and SCL sensors. Participants then answered some demographic questions. After these questions, which served to clear short-term memory
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of pictures, the participants were asked to finish a visual recognition

The main effects of valence on encoding sensitivity, F(1, 70) = 9.303,

test. They were thanked, debriefed, and dismissed. The entire proce-

p < .01, ηp2 = .117, and criterion bias, F(1, 70) = 14.592, p < .001, ηp2 =

dure lasted approximately 45 minutes.

.173, were also found to be significant. Results indicated visual sensitiv-

Data Analysis

.209) than positive ones (M = −.618, SD = .185, p < .01). In addition,

Data obtained were submitted to 2 (Picture type [animated, still]) × 2

participants were liberal (i.e., c less than zero) across all conditions, but

(Valence [positive, negative]) × 3 (Repetition) × 8 (Time: [halfsecond])

they were less liberal when making decisions about negative pictures

between-subjects repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs).

(M = −.203, SD = .011) than positive ones (M = −.251, SD = .01, p <

The α level was set at .05 and Tukey’s HSD post-hoc tests were used to

.001). Thus, H2b was supported.

ity was significantly poorer for negative pictures (M = −1.455, SD =

test for significant differences between individual means where necesthe analysis because they did not follow proper procedures and did not

The Interaction Effect of Valence
and Picture Type

vary their answers. The remaining data were submitted to a 2 (Picture

H3a predicted that negative animated pictures would elicit the great-

type [animated, still]) × 2 (Valence [positive, negative]) between-

est attention and motivational intensity than other types of pictures.

subjects repeated measures ANOVA.

The predicted three-way interaction effect of picture type, valence, and

sary. For visual recognition data, 14 participants were not included in

time was found to be significant for SCL activation, F(7, 595) = 3.978,
p < .05, ηp2 = .045. Pairwise comparison results indicated that negative

RESULTS

animated pictures elicited significantly greater motivational intensity

Animated Versus Still Pictures
H1a predicted that animated pictures would elicit greater attention
and motivational intensity than still ones. This hypothesis would call
for the two-way interaction effects on HR (greater attention) and SCL
(greater motivational intensity). The predicted interaction effects of
picture type and time were found on HR, F(7, 616) = 4.845, p < .05, ηp2
= .052. As predicted, participants demonstrated stronger HR deceleration when viewing animated pictures compared to still ones, meaning
that people paid more attention to process animated pictures than still
ones. Pairwise comparison results indicated that animated pictures

than positive animated pictures during the entire 8 half-seconds (see
Figure 3). However, the interaction effect on HR was not found, F < 1,
p = .572. Thus, H3a was partially significant.
H3b predicted that negative animated pictures would generate
poorer visual encoding sensitivity and more conservative decisionmaking than other types of pictures. The predicted interaction effects
of picture type and valence on encoding sensitivity, F(1, 70) = 1.157, p
= .286, and criterion bias, F < 1, p = .933 were not found. Thus, H3b
was not supported.

DISCUSSION

elicited significantly greater HR deceleration from 6 to 8 halfseconds
(see Figure 1) than still pictures. However, the interaction effect of

The dual motivational system theories suggest that emotional stimuli

picture type and time on SCL were not found, F < 1, p = .75. Thus, H1a

(e.g., pictures) could automatically activate either one or both of two

was partially supported.

motivational systems, which have been called the appetitive and the

H1b predicted that animated pictures would generate greater visual

aversive systems (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994, 1999; Cacioppo et al.,

recognition sensitivity and more conservative criterion bias compared to

1997, 1999). In particular, the appetitive system is primarily activated

still ones. However, the between-subject effects of picture types on en-

in positive contexts (e.g., exposure to food or sex rewards). Conversely,

coding sensitivity (F < 1, p = .596) and criterion bias (F < 1, p = .421) were

the aversive system is primarily activated in negative contexts (e.g.,

found to be not statistically significant. Thus, H1b was not supported.

exposure to threats, dangers, or hazards). The current study tested the

Positive Versus Negative Pictures

interaction effect of valence and time during animated versus still picture viewing on cognitive resources to encoding, visual encoding sen-

H2 predicted that negative pictures would elicit greater attention and

sitivity, and criterion bias. As expected, participants exhibited greater

motivational intensity than positive pictures. This hypothesis would

motivational intensity for negative pictures compared to positive ones.

call for the two-way interaction effects on HR (greater attention)

Though encoding sensitivity was generally poor, participants showed

and SCL (greater motivational intensity). Based on our results, the

poorer visual recognition and more conservative criteria bias when

predicted interaction effects of valence and time were found on SCL,

making decisions about negative pictures than positive ones. One

F(7, 595) = 5.094, p < .01, ηp2 = .057. Pairwise comparison results indi-

explanation is that the presence of aversive stimuli elicited defensive

cated that negative pictures elicited significantly greater motivational

processing, yielding poor recognition memory sensitivity and a more

intensity than positive pictures from 4–8 halfseconds (see Figure 2).

conservative criterion bias. Thus, consistent with previous research,

However, the interaction effect of valence and time on HR was found

individuals exhibited poor encoding sensitivity and a more conserva-

to be insignificant, F(7, 616) = 1.045, p = .368. Overall, the presence of

tive criterion bias due to the activation of defensive processing (Lang

negative pictures elicited greater attention and motivational intensity

et al., 1995; Lang & Friestad, 1993; Newhagen & Reeves, 1992; Liu &

than positive ones. Thus, H2a was partially supported.

Bailey, 2019). Negative marketing has been used as a tactic to increase
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FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

The two-way interaction of picture type and time on heart rate.

The two-way interaction of valence and time on skin conductivity
level.

customer engagement. With these findings in mind, message designers
and visual practitioners may have to reconsider how to present negative content in a more appropriate way during affective picture viewing
to better facilitate information processing.
Gibson’s (1977) affordance concept posits that people automatically perceive what different environmental stimuli (i.e., objects, substances, other animals) afford them in terms of behavior. Animated
pictures may elicit greater motivational activation than still pictures
as animated pictures present a greater variety of affordances than still
ones. In this study, our results demonstrated that people paid greater
attention to animated pictures than still ones. The results are consistent
with previous research (Heo & Sundar, 2000; Lang et al., 2002; Pratt
et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2004). This suggests that animated pictures
have a privileged cognitive processing status over still pictures. From

FIGURE 3.
The three-way interaction of picture type, valence, and time on
skin conductivity level.

an ecological perspective, animated stimuli may offer more information about affordances that contribute to survival and reproduction
than inanimate (or still) stimuli. In other words, animated pictures
are a more engaging medium that can grab the attention of the users
faster than still ones. Thus, message designers and visual practitioners
are suggested to use animated pictures to increase content reach. For
example, in the context of online advertising (e.g., banner ads), embedding animated ads is likely to better capture viewers’ attention than still
ones. However, the expected main effects of picture type on encoding
sensitivity and criterion bias were not found. Media researchers need
to make concerted efforts to further investigate the effect of picture
type on picture recognition.
This study also examined the interaction effect of picture type and
emotional valence during affective picture viewing. Overall, participants demonstrated the most sympathetic arousal for negative animated
pictures. In other words, people showed greater motivational reactivity
toward negative animated pictures over positive animated and still pictures. Though this study did not find a significant effect of picture type
and valence on encoding performance, the presence of aversive cues in
animated media messages may elicit defensive processing. It is likely
that animated stimuli that present threats will, as they become more
vivid and imminent, activate the aversive motivational system resulting
in defensive processing. Further research is needed to explore the effect
of this interaction on encoding performance. Thus, message designers

use visual information to encourage desired cognitive and emotional
responding instead of message rejection, denial, or minimization.
The current study is not without limitations. First, it employed an
experimental setting to control for extraneous factors that may influence affective picture processing. However, affective picture processing
might yield different patterns in more natural circumstances. In addition, this study used a college-aged adult sample, meaning that the
results may not be generalizable to other individuals. The college-aged
sample may access visual context via the Internet more frequently than
other populations. Future research is needed to see if there might be
any differences between populations.
Overall, the current study adds important insights to the extant
literature focused on understanding how the presence of still versus
animated pictures with different levels of emotional valence influences cognitive and emotional responses and how these pictures are
later remembered. The results of this study indicated that negative
pictures generally elicited greater motivational intensity but were less
remembered than positive ones. Animated pictures also led to greater
attention and motivational intensity than still ones. Additionally,
participants exhibited stronger sympathetic arousal during exposure
to negative animated pictures than other types of pictures. Practically,
findings from this study provide recommendations for message de-

and visual practitioners may have to consider how to appropriately
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signers and visual practitioners who may be interested in facilitating
information processing more effectively.

and animation. Communication Research, 31, 537–567. doi:
10.1177/0093650204267932
Fan, S., Shen, Z., Koenig, B. L., Ng, T. T., & Kankanhalli, M. S. (2020).
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